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Weekly Cryptocurrency Market
Analysis
Hello crypto traders welcome to this week’s edition of Cryptonaire Weekly. The overall cryptocurrency
Market Cap stands at $276 Billion. We have seen a $12 Billion decrease in the Market Cap since the last
week. Bitcoin price currently around $10,123 and ether price is currently at $214. The current market
cap for bitcoin is $181 Billion and for altcoins the current market cap is $95 Billion.

Percentage of Total Market Capitalization (Dominance)
Bitcoin

65.21%

Ethereum

8.26%

Bitcoin Cash

1.98%

Litecoin

2.09%

Ripple

4.89%

Dash

0.36%

NEM

0.21%

Monero

0.51%

IOTA

0.30%

NEO

0.30%

Other

15.90%

For the past few days, Facebook’s Libra project has hogged the limelight. The regulators and politicians
around the world are voicing their concern on the project, with only a few in support. This has turned
the sentiment decisively negative. As a result, the traders have changed their strategy from buy on dips
to sell on rallies.
However, we expect the focus of the crypto community to soon shift from Libra to the institutional
investors. The long-awaited Bitcoin futures platform Bakkt has ﬁnally begun testing from July 22. The
launch of Bakkt is likely to attract institutional investors to Bitcoin futures trading. Another event that
can bring some cheer to the crypto community is the lunch between crypto industry leaders and the
legendary investor Warren Buﬀet. Many hope that the meeting can change Buﬀet’s negative view on
cryptocurrencies.
While the correction in a few altcoins has been harsh, we like the way Bitcoin has held during this period.
This shows that strong hands have accumulated it during the recent rise from the lows. We expect
buying to resume as soon as the positive news ﬂow starts.
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Top 10 Coins
Top 10 Coins by Total Market Capitalisation
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Top 10 Coins by Percentage Gain (Past 7 Days)

Top 10 Coins added to Exchanges with the Highest Market Capitalisation
(Past 30 Days)
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Crypto Trade Opportunities
BITCOIN - BTC/USD

The recovery in Bitcoin hit a wall at 20-day EMA, which shows lack of demand at higher levels. The 20-day
EMA has started to turn down and the RSI has dipped below 50. This shows that bears have the upper
hand. They will now attempt to sink the price below the uptrend line. If successful, a drop to $9,071 is
likely.
Repeated breakdown of a support line weakens it; therefore, the bulls are unlikely to buy this dip
aggressively. If $9,071 breaks down, the price can drop to $7,427. As the probability of a fall is high,
traders should avoid buying at the current levels.
Our bearish view will be invalidated if the price rebounds oﬀ the uptrend line or $9,071. If that happens,
the bulls will again try to propel the price above 20-day EMA. We anticipate buyers to return if the price
sustains above $11,150. Above this level, a rally to $13,202.63, followed by a retest of the highs is likely.
Traders should wait for buyers to assert their supremacy before entering fresh positions.
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ETHEREUM - ETH/USD

The trend in Ether has turned down. It has made a series of lower highs and a lower low. This shows that
every rally is being sold into. The downtrending moving averages and RSI in the negative zone conﬁrm
that bears are in command. The pullback from the recent lows of $190.11 was shallow and could not
extend beyond $236.58. This shows a lack of buying at higher levels. The price has turned down and is
likely to retest $190.11. A drop below this critical support will attract further selling that can drag the
price to $146.
Buying in a downtrend can result in quick losses. Therefore, we suggest traders avoid buying until the
trend changes from down to up. The ﬁrst sign of a change in trend will be if the bulls push the price back
above $270 and break the lower high and lower low formation.

RIPPLE - XRP/USD
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XRP is trading inside a large range of $0.28524 to $0.46669. The price has repeatedly bounced oﬀ the
support since mid-December last year. This shows that buyers are active when the price dips to the
support. However, the digital currency has a history of trading near the support for an extended
duration, as seen during end-January to mid-May of this year. Therefore, we are not in a hurry to
recommend a trade in it.
The bulls had purchased the recent dip to $0.28524 on July 16 but they were unable to carry the price
above the 20-day EMA. The price has turned down and might retest the support at $0.28524 once
again.
If the bears break below the critical support of $0.28524, it will start a new downtrend. The ﬁrst support
on the downside is the yearly low of $0.24653 but we do not expect it to hold. We anticipate the fall to
extend to $0.18.
However, if the next dip to $0.28524 is purchased, the digital currency will remain range-bound. We
might suggest long positions if the next rebound oﬀ the lows is strong and scales above the 20-day
EMA. Until then, we remain neutral on it.

LITECOIN - LTC/USD

The trend in Litecoin has turned down. Every relief rally is facing stiﬀ resistance at the 20-day EMA. Both
moving averages are sloping down and the RSI is in the negative zone, which suggests that bears have
the upper hand. They will now try to sink the price back to $83-$76.63 support zone.
If this support zone breaks down, the downtrend will extend to $64.86. As the trend has turned bearish,
buying is not advisable at the current levels.
Our bearish view will be invalidated if the digital currency rebounds oﬀ the support zone and climbs
above the 20-day EMA. A breakout of the downtrend line will indicate a change in trend. We will wait for
the price to sustain above the downtrend line before recommending any fresh positions in it.
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BITCOIN CASH - BCH/USD

Bitcoin Cash is in a downtrend. It is currently trading inside a descending channel. The rebound from the
support line of the channel on July 15 turned around from the 20-day EMA.
Both moving averages are turning down and the RSI is in the negative zone, which suggests that bears
are in command.
If the price slides below the recent low of $255.06, it can correct to $227.40. This is an important
support. If the price breaks below $227.40 and the support line of the channel, the fall can extend to
$166.98.
Our bearish view will be negated if the bulls propel the price above the channel. We will wait for the
cryptocurrency to signal a turnaround before suggesting a trade in it.
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PLATINUM GENERATION X

THE SCIENCE OF MAKING MONEY WITH CONSISTENCY

Are you ready to make your ﬁrst 100k for 2019, or would you like to become a Cryptonaire?
The Platinum Generation X Programme is here to help you grow by focusing on creating proven
revenue streams.
After Nirav Shah has proven his success in both the Financial and Crypto Markets, he brings this
programme to your door step.
Through our unique step by step approach, and our ‘Change Your Life In 90 Days Challenge’, we aim to
build on your core skills and introduce you to a world that you have may have considered, but never
ventured.
Are you ready to take the 90 Day Challenge, or make 100k in 2019?
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Advancements in the
Cryptocurrency World
Bank of America Patents Method Using Ripple Technology

A non-utility patent ﬁled by Bank of America has Ripple fans in high spirits today. The patent, which is
dubbed “Real-time net settlement by distributed ledger system,” directly references Ripple’s digital
ledger technology in multiple illustrations.
Ripple Without the XRP
At no point throughout the abstract or supporting documents does Bank of America explain or much
cite Ripple or XRP. The XRP token, which is the basis for Ripple’s family of blockchain products, is
mentioned nowhere.
The patent cites “nostro accounts” – a term used to describe how banks secure money for each other –
and points out that they are expensive. With the inspiration of blockchain technology, Bank of America
wants to try something new, writing:
“[A] need for a ﬂexible and cost eﬀective accounting treatment and system for implementing the same are
needed.”
Read more...
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Circle Moves Exchange Operations Oﬀshore With New Bermuda Oﬃce

Due to mounting regulatory pressures in the United States, the crypto company Circle is moving the
majority of its exchange operations oﬀshore.
Circle announced Monday it received a full Digital Assets Business Act license in Bermuda for its
crypto exchange Poloniex. Circle CEO Jeremy Allaire told CoinDesk that 70 percent of Poloniex users
hail from beyond the U.S. and the new Bermuda-based entity will handle those accounts from now on.
In May, the company geofenced some assets on Poloniex from U.S. customers.
“Europe and Asia are both pretty signiﬁcant markets for us in particular,” he said, adding the USDC
stablecoin is particularly popular with institutional Asian investors. “The lack of regulatory
frameworks signiﬁcantly limits what can be oﬀered to individuals and businesses in the U.S.”
Circle laid oﬀ around 30 employees earlier this year to “ensure our costs were in line with the market,”
Allaire said. The cuts were attributed in part regulatory uncertainty in the U.S. Circle now says it plans
to hire around the same number of people over the next 24 months, perhaps with diﬀerent roles, to
focus on global markets.
Read more...
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Crypto Bullishness Spreads on Capitol Hill

Crypto Bullishness Spreads on Capitol Hill
U.S. Congress has shown that it is starting to care about cryptocurrency as a number of lawmakers
spoke up in favor of it this week. “The world Satoshi Nakamoto had envisioned is an unstoppable force”
and “there’s no capacity to kill bitcoin” are some of the comments made by lawmakers. Meanwhile, the
Fed chair said bitcoin is a store of value like gold and admitted that an era of many diﬀerent currencies
could return with the wider adoption of cryptocurrency.
Unstoppable Force, No Capacity to Kill Bitcoin
During congressional hearings on Facebook’s Libra this week, a number of U.S. lawmakers spoke in
favor of cryptocurrency. Among them was Rep. Patrick McHenry, the Republican Leader of the House
Financial Services Committee.
At the Committee on Financial Services hearing on July 17, McHenry said: “The reality is, whether
Facebook is involved or not, change is here … Digital currencies exist, blockchain technology is real,
and Facebook’s entry in this new world is just conﬁrmation albeit its scale.” He elaborated:
“The world that Satoshi Nakamoto, author of the Bitcoin whitepaper, envisioned and others are building is
an unstoppable force.”
Read more...
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Bakkt Begins Testing Bitcoin Futures Platform Following Hype and Delays

Bakkt, the long-awaited Bitcoin (BTC) futures platform from the Intercontinental Exchange (ICE), has
begun testing the delivery of BTC futures, according to an oﬃcial tweet on July 22.
Per the tweet, user acceptance testing for Bitcoin daily and monthly futures began today with
participants from around the world.
The platform initially announced the launch of futures testing in June, when Bakkt COO Adam White
stated, “On July 22, two days after Apollo 11’s 50th anniversary, Bakkt will initiate user acceptance
testing for its Bitcoin futures listed and traded at ICE Futures U.S. and cleared at ICE Clear US.”
White then said that the introduction of Bitcoin futures will help usher in more institutional
participation in cryptocurrency markets.
Bakkt’s Bitcoin futures are physically delivered via a process called “warehousing,” which will
purportedly bode well from a price discovery standpoint, but cause some concern among regulators.
Bakkt has experienced several delays regarding its launch as regulators like the United States
Commodity Futures Trading Commission investigated the platform’s compliance procedures and its
possible eﬀect on markets.
Read more...
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Blockchain analytics ﬁrm Chainalysis joins Duolingo, Patreon on Forbes’ next
billion-dollar startups list

Crypto compliance and investigation provider Chainalysis has become the only blockchain company to
make Forbes’ next billion-dollar startups list of 2019, joining the ranks of tech giants—Patreon and
Duolingo. Its eﬀorts to tackle crime in the crypto industry and build tools to enable easy regulatory
compliance have made it one of the most promising companies in the industry.
Forbes believes Chainalysis will be the next billion-dollar startup
With crime and uncertainty plaguing every corner of the crypto world, it’s no wonder why one of the
industry’s most valuable companies is a startup working on combating these issues. Chainalysis, a
blockchain analysis company founded in 2014, recently became the ﬁrst crypto company to make
Forbes‘ “next billion-dollar startup” list of 2019.
Chainalysis has joined the ranks of 24 other tech giants, who Forbes believes have the potential to
achieve a billion-dollar valuation (unicorns). The company has joined the ranks of Patreon, one of the
most popular crowdfunding platforms in the world, and Duolingo, the globally popular language
learning app, alongside a slew of other tech innovators that include Cyberason, Syntego, Truepill, and
Front.
The legendary publication seems to believe that the astronomic growth the company has seen in the
past two years will help Chainalysis join the handful of unicorns in the crypto business.
Read more...
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Precious Metals Rally but Are Gold Bugs Secretly Holding Bitcoin?

Gold stocks are on a tear. So much so that one analyst believes that they are about to become the next
FAANG stocks, the latter of which represent high-ﬂying tech companies that have been fueling much
of the stock market’s gains lately.
On CNBC, Wolfe Research Technical Analyst John Roque touts what he calls the BAANG stocks, which
are a group of ﬁve gold companies that together have advanced more than 40 percent since May.
These companies include Barrick Gold, AngloGold Ashanti, Agnico Eagle Mines, Franco Nevada, and
Gold Fields. And while investors may be ﬂocking to these gold names lately, don’t be surprised if they
are also “hodling” some digital gold – bitcoin – whether they admit it or not.
CCN previously reported that Bridgewater Associates Co-CIO Ray Dalio provided a bullish outlook for
gold, describing a “paradigm shift” in which the No. 1 precious metal would be used to diversify
investment portfolios in an environment of persistently low interest rates. In fact, this scenario has
played out lately, with the price of gold up by a double-digit percentage year-to-date and hovering at
$1,427 while bond yields remain low.
In his argument for gold, Dalio recently wrote that while many expect “the best risky investments will
continue to be equity and equity-like investments,” he disagrees.
“I think these are unlikely to be good real returning investments and that those that will most likely do best
will be those that do well when the value of money is being depreciated and domestic and international
conﬂicts are signiﬁcant.”
Read more...
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Mercedes Parent Company, Daimler, is Allegedly Making Its Own Crypto
Hardware Wallet for Its Cars

The parent and multinational corporation behind the internationally renowned Mercedes Benz
manufacturer, has oﬃcially partnered up with the European blockchain interface solutions provider –
Riddle & Code – in order to provide a seamless, open car hardware wallet for its ﬂeet of cars.
The startup company oﬃcially announced this in a press release which was released to the public at
the beginning of this week.
A Marketplace in Your Car – ‘Turn your Automobile Into a Future Marketplace'
According to the press release, having an already installed in-car wallet would, and already has a wide
array of use cases that it can be put to use for. These include already existing solutions like car-sharing,
autonomous vehicles, real-time exchanges of secure data on traﬃc between cars as well as other
equipment within a smart city environment in order to alleviate the amount of congestion and
signiﬁcantly reduced insurance premiums.
According to the CEO behind Riddle & Code, Tom Fürstner, making use of a blockchain solution for
smart cities and vehicles are matches meant to happen.
“Autonomous cars must behave consistently to be trusted. Cars are already computing devices. A secure
identity ensures that the right authorities have approved code executed inside vehicles and the
trustworthiness of data exchanged. RIDDLE&CODE secures this with its cryptographic hardware and uses
ledgers to turn automobiles into future market places.”
Read more...
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Global Accounting Firm KPMG Partners with Microsoft, R3 on Telecoms
Blockchain

KPMG, a multinational accounting ﬁrm, is partnering with software ﬁrms TOMIA, Microsoft, and R3 to
develop a blockchain for telecom settlements.
One of the “big four” accounting ﬁrms, KPMG has pursued industry-speciﬁc blockchain pilots in the
past, always with an eye to settling cross-border, or network, complexities.
The latest partnership, with two distributed ledger (DLT) industry leaders, Microsoft and R3,
continues in the vein of resolving the issues that arise from multi-party connections. Speciﬁcally,
KPMG is looking to address the hard data issues that will arise from 5G connectivity.
The company states that “international mobile data roaming revenues are expected to reach $31
billion in 2022, with an average annual growth rate of eight percent.”
It’s that accelerating use of international data that Arun Ghosh, Blockchain Leader at KPMG,
addressed in a blog post:
“While we will be able to consume more data more quickly and across more locations than ever before in
this next wave of telecom advancement, it is becoming increasingly complex for telecom companies to
track and settle interchange fees.”
The blockchain being piloted aims to reduce the future costs, number of disputes, and time involved
in telecom settlements caused by “billions of mobile interactions ﬂow[ing] through hundreds of
connected networks managed by dozens of customers and suppliers.”
Read more...
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Uganda to Deploy MediConnect’s Blockchain Platform for Tracing Fake Drugs

The Ugandan government has partnered with blockchain startup MediConnect to trace counterfeit
drugs in the country, according to a press release shared with Cointelegraph on July 22.
The President of Uganda, Yoweri Musevini, Minister of Health Jane Ruth Aceng, and other government
oﬃcials granted support for MediConnect’s blockchain-based platform designed to deal with various
issues in the pharmaceutical sector. Speciﬁcally, the government stated that it would deploy the
platform for tracking counterfeit drugs.
The platform enables the recording of prescription medication, thus identifying counterfeit drugs and
preventing their distribution in the pharmaceutical supply chain. Per the Ugandan National Drug
Authority, 10% of medications prescribed in the country have counterfeit copies publicly available on
the market. Dexter Blackstock, CEO of MediConnect, said:
“The Ugandan President, Minister of Health and National Drug Authority all understand the need to act
fast to tackle the country’s counterfeit drug problem and recognise the beneﬁts oﬀered by tracing
medication on the secure, scalable blockchain framework we are developing. We see this as an important
opportunity for MediConnect to form part of Uganda’s national infrastructure and protect its citizens by
ensuring all drugs in circulation are authentic and safe.”
The parties entered into a partnership following the 2019 Africa Blockchain Conference in Kampala led
by Museveni. Museveni reportedly supported the use of blockchain technology in Uganda during his
inaugural speech.
Read more...
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Bitcoin Mining Hotspot Iran Drafts Electricity Tariﬀs for Crypto Miners

The government of Iran has opted to introduce speciﬁc electricity prices for cryptocurrency mining.
The west Asian country, which has had a complicated relationship with cryptocurrency in the past,
plans to set prices around the same tariﬀs that are used for exporting electricity.
The government’s energy ministry deputy for power and electricity, Homayoon Ha’eri, announced
the decision Sunday in remarks reported by Financial Tribune. The economic commission is now
awaiting ﬁnal approval from the wider cabinet. Although Ha’eri did not reveal the prices or rates, he did
note that energy export prices can shift based on factors like fuel prices in the Persian Gulf region.
The move is a step toward greater legitimacy for cryptocurrency operations in Iran. The country has
attracted miners with cheap electricity prices, but oﬃcials have warned about the strain on the
national grid. With its own electricity tariﬀ, cryptocurrency mining has been recognized by
authorities.
Iran Could Be the Next Stop for Crypto Miners
Iran has become a popular destination for cryptocurrency miners in recent months. Attracted to
cheap electricity, miners have been moving operations from China to Iran. It comes as the Chinese
government places restrictions on cryptocurrency mining.
Read more...
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Robinhood Raises $323 Million From DST, Sequoia, and Ribbit Capital

Robinhood, a trading platform for stocks and digital assets, announced a $323 million Series E
according to a Reuters’ report.
DST Global, a prominent investor in internet startups led the ﬁnancing round along with
crypto-notables Ribbit Capital and Sequoia.
According to Reuters, the company will direct the capital towards expanding the business and
oﬀering new ﬁnancial services.
“We’ll use the funding to keep pursuing our mission of democratizing ﬁnance for all,” a Robinhood
representative wrote in a statement.
Since oﬀering crypto assets beginning in January 2018, the Silicon Valley-based startup has rolled out
a number of coins and crypto-related trading features. In May, Robinhood launched cryptocurrency
trading for seven assets including bitcoin and ethereum in New York.
Notably, the ﬁrm added ethereum classic trading one day ahead of Coinbase in August 2018. It oﬀers
crypto trading in bitcoin, ethereum, bitcoin cash, ethereum classic, litecoin, and dogecoin to 20
states.
The platform has gained popularity through oﬀering commission-free trades. It is also looking to add
cash management services.
Read more...
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Platinum Project Information
Banksia BioPharm

Project Details:
Banksia BioPharm is the ﬁrst of a new generation of Biotech Companies embracing the new world of
Blockchain. A fantastic lead product combined with a new type of funding model makes Banksia truly
unique. Banksia’s BaRA Therapeutic for Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) aims to address this debilitating
condition in a new and more eﬀective way. No doubt you or someone you know suﬀers from RA or other
chronic inﬂammation disorder, and the pain and limitations it places in their lives. Why reinvent the
wheel? Mother Nature has spent millions, if not billions of years perfecting anti-inﬂammation agents in a
range of organisms. These anti-inﬂammation agents or ‘immuno-modulators’ can be harnessed,
modiﬁed and even improved to treat disease. Banksia aims to “Change the way we treat inﬂammation”
and in doing so, we may very well change the way we do Biotech in a very positive way…
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Oﬃcial Video: https://youtu.be/DeKMvNwPve8

DISTRIBUTION OF TOKENS:
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USE OF FUNDS:
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Clinical Milestone - Escrow & Burn Strategy:
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TOKEN STRUCTURE BREAKDOWN:

The Team:

TRAVIS MOLLOY BSC.

TROY NEILSON

JASON YEATES

DR GORAN ANDO

EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER &
MANAGING DIRECTOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF
OPERATIONS & FINANCE

ADVISOR

DR D S ABDULLAH AL MARUF
DVM, MS, PHD
CHIEF SCIENTIFIC OFFICER
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CRYPTOCURRENCY AND
BLOCKCHAIN ADVISOR
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For more information about the Project, please visit the following links:
Website: https://www.banksiabiopharm.com/
Email: info@banksiabiopharm.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BanksiaBioPharm/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/BBiopharm
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/counoscoin/
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/banksia-biopharm
Telegram: http://t.me/BanksiaBioPharm
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7qMsceqRKiFZKeS0pX_eVA
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Platinum Project Information

Project Details:
Pukkamex is setting the gold standard for the exchange of the future. Pukkamex is the world’s ﬁrst
leveraged cryptocurrency derivative trading platform that shares its revenue with its token holders.
Click to ﬁnd out more. Pukkamex is feature rich, easy to use, secure & reliable and is available in Arabic,
English and other languages. Easy to use for the beginner and powerful enough for the most experienced
trader. Pukkamex oﬀers features never seen before. Pukkamex does everything our competitors do, we
just do it bigger, faster and better. We also oﬀer competitive features that will blow all other trading
platforms right out of the water. With our copy trading platform you can copy top traders from the leader
board in return for a percentage share of the proﬁt you made; the platform does everything for you, all
you have to do is follow your favorite trader. Our liquidation engine is forgiving, giving you a chance to
make your money back and then some even if your position isn’t initially going your way. No more waking
up to blown up accounts, we liquidate positions incrementally. We support multiple languages including
Arabic and English and oﬀer a wide range of derivatives; whether you are day trading, investing or
hedging you will ﬁnd the best tools to compliment your trading strategy. Revenue share; 25% of gross
revenue is distributed to PUX holders every Sunday at 12:00 GMT. Earn money by simply moving you’re
trading account to pukkamex and purchasing PUX tokens.
pukkamex just released its fully functional MVP and already has 50,000 users who have already
registered on the platform after a highly successful referral campaign. The company’s early private sale
continues to attract very strong interest and is selling out quickly after opening early last week. The
crowdsale will begin in July and run for a month or until the hardcap is reached. Interested parties are
encouraged to contact contibute@pukkamex.com to secure a private sale allocation.
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Token:

Roadmap:

Business And Media Partners:
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ICO Details:

Ticker: PUX

Market cap at ico price: 7,500,000.00

Token Type: Go-20

Fund Raising Hard cap (USD): 3,750,000.00

ICO Token Price (USD): 0.050

Soft Cap: 1,500,000.00

Total Token Supply: 250,000,000.00

Hard Cap: 3,750,000.00

Available for token sale: 60%

Whitelisting: Required

Retained for team and strategic partnerships: 40%

KYC: Required

Circulating Supply: 150,000,000.0

Token Utility: Revenue share

The Team:

Ahmad Sharkatly

Mohammad Masri

Fuad Abujaber

Chief Executive Oﬃcer

Head of ComplianceCTO

Chief Communication Oﬃcer

Mahmoud Sharkatly

Laith Alghoul

Alex Popov

Head of Business
Development

Blockchain Engineer &
Frontend Lead

Full Stack Developer &
Blockchain Engineer
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The Advisory Board:

Nayef Copty

Shaikh Almualla

Naviin Kapoor

API, High Frequency &
Algo Trading Advisor

Director, Persici LTD

ICO and Blockchain Advisor

Kareem Darwazeh

Sanem Avcil

Deepanshu Bhatt

Advisor on Ventures &
Strategic Partnerships

Blockchain Expert

Marketing & ICO
Strategy Advisor

For more information about the Project, please visit the following links:
Website: https://pukkamex.com/
Email: info@pukkamex.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/pukkamex/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/pukkamex
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/pukkamex/
Medium: https://medium.com/@pukkamex
Telegram: https://t.me/pukkamex
Whitepaper: https://pukkamex.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Pukkamex-White-Paper-Release-v2.1.pdf
Tokenomics: https://pukkamex.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/pukkamex-Tokenomics-Go.pdf
GitHub: https://github.com/pukkamex
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Crypto Mining: An Additional
Source of Income

Hi Platinum Crypto Followers,
In this article, we will cover if it is indeed possible to create an additional source of income from mining
Bitcoin and Altcoins.
There is a lot some ground to cover, and we wanted to give you one comprehensive look at this particular
type of passive income opportunity. But before we proceed please if you haven’t already check out our
previous article on Tether and impact on Bitcoins price..
What is it Cryptocurrency Mining?
Mining is the process of processing blocks on a blockchain, there are various systems, but Proof Of Work
is the one which has had the most money thrown at it. This is because of its potential to generate passive
income. How to start a mining quickly:-
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1) Hook computers to a (preferably) cheap power source
2) Set them to process a special algorithm which determines the next Bitcoin or Ethereum block
3) If a speciﬁc computer gets the result right then, it is awarded a reward.

Additional terminology to help navigate this sector
Mining Crypto currencies has a mine ﬁeld of terminology this section will help you navigate it
Mining Algorithm – The type of software which performs the “analysis” or “computing” needed to mine
the coin this can be completed on Bitcoin, Ethereum and many other crypto currencies. A mining
algorithm is best run on speciﬁc hardware or a mining rig.
Mining Rig – This is the hardware used to complete the mining
Cryptocurrency Block – This is the speciﬁc algorithm the Mining rig will be computing
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The logic behind is that Bitﬁnex prints more Tether, many people will invest in them. Investors may
choose to either buy the Tether using ﬁat currency or exchange it with other cryptocurrencies: most
prefer exchanging it with Bitcoin then later trade the Bitcoins for USD when the prices are higher.
Consequently, the printing of Tether will result in a bullish movement in the market for Bitcoin. Changes
in bitcoin’s price will, in turn, aﬀect other Cryptocurrencies.
How This Could Aﬀect A Trader’s & Your Portfolio
The investors will dominate the market, especially when it comes to Bitcoin. Eﬀorts by sellers to bring
the price down will be suppressed by the high volume of tether-bitcoin trade. Altcoins will be expected
to follow the same trend as Bitcoin.
However, on the other hand, traders should beware of the devastating ripple eﬀects that will be
experienced in case Tether collapses. The collapse is indicated by the many controversies that are
surrounding the Cryptocurrency. Many exchanges, which have their volumes trading against tether, will
suﬀer together with the traders who rely on it during downtrends in the Crypto market.
Platinum Crypto Academy & How We Can Help
Do you want to build a giant Crypto Portfolio and learn exactly how to monetize it? Do you want to be
free of your current role? Do you want to have the ﬁnancial backing to do anything when and with you
want?
There is a simple formula for what works, and anybody can do it: –
#1 Commit – This means sacriﬁcing some things in life in order to commit to the goals you really want
to accomplish
#2 Learn – Get Knowledge! If you lack anything, it’s because you don’t know something.
#3 Gain Conﬁdence – This ﬁnal point is a bi-product of commitment and knowledge, when you have
this you will be able to navigate the markets with conﬁdence and assertiveness, making decisions that
will change your life!
Commit + Knowledge = Conﬁdence
That’s why when you get on Platinum Crypto Academy it may take a little time for the fruit of your time
to begin to show but time does reveal everything.
Just as it was inevitable that the internet would be successful so it will be inevitable YOU will become
more successful if you get on Platinum Crypto Academy and give it an honest eﬀort.

If you’ve booked your session above, we look forward to speaking to you soon!
Hopefully, you have enjoyed today’s article. Thanks for reading!
Have a fantastic day!
Live from the Platinum Crypto Trading Floor.
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